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Here is a pretty easy quiz on basic
medical terminology. Good luck!
(Author Morrigan716) Disclaimer.
Practitioners should not rely on the
content of this website to evaluate,
diagnose or treat medical
conditions. The information on this
website is meant. Use flashcards
for learning medical terms! Keep
the ones you need more work on,
discard the ones you already know.
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Disclaimer. Practitioners should not rely on the content of this website to evaluate, diagnose or treat medical conditions. The information on this website is
meant. How to approach medical terms by breaking them up into pieces (prefix, root, suffix). Terms relating to parts of the body, direction, rate, amount,
medical. Medical terminology Quizzes - Take or Create Medical terminology Quizzes & Trivia. Test yourself with medical terminology quizzes, trivia,
questions and answers!
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